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Pauline Hopkins’s Inheritance: A Legacy of Race Consciousness and Activism
response to the class-based issue of legitimacy and respectability. Brown’s meticulous research also establishes definitively Hopkins’s descent from the respected,
elite abolitionist Paul family of Boston on her mother’s
side, as well as the well-known Northup family of Providence. Further, this section demonstrates the ongoing
commitment of both sides of Hopkins’s family to black
freedom, cultural arts, and social justice. Brown’s work
builds on other studies of free blacks in New England,
such as the pathbreaking scholarship of Lorenzo Greene
and James and Lois Horton.[1]

Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins: Black Daughter of the Revolution is much more than a literary analysis of one of the
most prolific black writers of the early twentieth century.
Lois Brown produces a painstaking biography in which
she argues that Pauline Elizabeth Hopkins is the intellectual and political heir of a prominent, activist black
New England family. In clear, crisp prose, Brown shows
that Hopkins inherited a “tradition of fostering political activism, race pride and collective resistance within
black Boston” (p. 162). Hopkins’s family history, which
Brown chronicles from the colonial era through the end
of her life in 1930, also influenced the sense of historical consciousness so evident in her performance career,
works of fiction, and job as editor of the Colored American Magazine. In presenting the family that influenced
Hopkins’s development as a public intellectual and race
woman, Brown makes a substantial contribution to the
social and cultural history of black Boston.

The second section of Brown’s narrative explores
Hopkins’s creative work in theater and music. It shows
Hopkins’s development as an artist and performer and
places her within the changing world of late nineteenthcentury black public performance culture. Hopkins and
other black actors and musicians were determined to produce and exhibit artistic works that stressed the agency
A sizeable twenty chapters, this biography is divided of authentic black characters. In addition to creating an
into four distinct sections. The first section focuses on opportunity for black artists, their troupe also used perHopkins’s lineage and places her maternal and pater- formance as a medium to explore and critique racist elnal family lines within the antislavery movement among ements of American popular culture during the period,
free blacks in New England, specifically Providence and especially blackface minstrelsy. Through historical plays
Boston, during the colonial and early American periods. based on African American experiences in slavery and
Brown does an excellent job of separating fact from fic- freedom, Hopkins challenged a rapidly developing coltion surrounding Hopkins’s true parentage. Although lective memory that sought to expunge the Civil War’s
Hopkins was born Pauline Northup in 1859 in Portland, legacy of black freedom and racial equality, as well as the
Maine, her parents divorced and her mother used her re- story of African American agency in institution and commarriage to William Hopkins as an opportunity to cre- munity building during Reconstruction. Hopkins joined
ate a new paternity for Pauline, more than likely as a the myriad voices of northern blacks, such as W. E. B.
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DuBois, Ida B. Wells, William Monroe Trotter, and others who protested the increase in lynching, disfranchisement, and racial violence against blacks in the South at
the beginning of the twentieth century.

ican historiography, which was dominated primarily by
male lay historians during this time. (While Hopkins
served at the Colored American Magazine, only DuBois
had professional credentials in history, and by the time
Carter G. Woodson became the second African American
history Ph.D. [1912], Hopkins was the editor of New Era
Magazine.) Brown sufficiently explores Hopkins’s use of
history for race vindication and identity construction and
adds to an impressive body of literature in this regard.[2]

Brown introduces Hopkins’s foray into writing in
the third section of the book. Hopkins’s success as a
novelist and her historic tenure as editor of the Colored
American Magazine, the nation’s first black literary magazine, brought her into the company of national figures
who were increasingly conscious of the need to address
the tenuous position of black citizens in Progressive-Era
America. Hopkins’s efforts to forge an identity as a race
writer joined with her skills in “literary advocacy” proved
to be a brilliant strategy for the new magazine. In addition to providing a venue for literary and intellectual
writers, the Colored American Magazine grappled with
the social and political issues that blacks faced in early
twentieth-century America. This placed Hopkins among
a growing genre of race writers during this period and
brought her and her colleagues into direct confrontation
with one of the most powerful black leaders of the twentieth century: Booker T. Washington. Further, Brown’s
skillful writing reveals the depth of a growing struggle
over racial representation and cultural authority. Instead of simply depicting Hopkins’s involvement with
several prominent black publications as part of the wellworn ideological feud between DuBois and Washington,
Brown presents a complex story of a national struggle for
race leadership. She does an excellent job of presenting
the complicated spectrum of African American opinions
concerning civil rights during this period.

Meticulously documented and well researched, this
work employs an array of primary sources, such as
census records, manuscript sources, rare books, and
ephemeral collections, to reconstruct the history of Hopkins’s life and family, as well as the societies in which she
lived in Maine and Boston. The book is also well written
and an easy read, which is important, since there are 536
pages of written text. It could have easily been two volumes: one focusing on Hopkins’s life and a second offering a critical analysis of her works. Overall, this magisterial biography is a first-rate contribution that will appeal to scholars in New England studies, cultural studies,
women’s history, and African American studies.
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